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COMPRESSED AIR COOLING

EQUIPMENT AND DEVICE
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The installation refers to a freonless pneumatic cooling aquipment and device, based on the thermodynamic effect of expansion in
centrifugal field, to ensure thermal and physiological comfort inside rooms or cooling of industrial processes.

According to the invention, the compressed air cooling
equipment (fig.1), consist in an air filter (1) for cleaning
the inlet atmospheric air; an air filter (2) for cleaning the
air sucked from inside the room; two-way and
two-position dristributor (3); a source of compressed air
(4); an air-to-air type heat exchanger (5); a microfilter (6)
for cleaning vitiated air resulting from the compression
process; a pressure gauge (7); a pressure relief valve
(8) which opens when the pressure in the circuit reaches
a preset value in the range 2.5-4 bar; a pneumatic
cooling device (9) which generates cold air by the
expansion in centrifugal field; a silencer (10); an air
disperser (11) for dispersing cold air in the room; an air
valve (12) for relieving the pressure from the room; a
microprocessor command module (13).

For the purpose of processing the entire quantity of
compressed air into cold air at a temperature below 
ambient, the equipment includes a pneumatic
cooling device (9) [fig 1 and fig. 2a], built with no
muving parts, respectively the device unit (9.1), a
multi-jet injector (9.2), a cap (9.3) and a gasket (9.4).
The multi-jet type injector (9.2) is achived with axial
swirl chamber [fig. 2b] or with frontal swirl chamber
[fig. 2c] and is fitted with a number of nozzle type
holes arranged transgentially to the swirl chamber
diameter. 

According to the proposed technical solution and the two claims, the 
equipment has the following advantages:

 it processes the entire quantity of 2,5-4 bar low pressure  compressed 
0air into cold air with a temperature of 5-15  C below ambient

 it provides the recirculation of the air in the room or the 
     inlet of fresh-air and removal of stale air;

 it promotes green and freonless technology for the 
environment,personal health and life.

Air conditioning, ventilation, for thermal and physiological comfort
inside a room/enclousure such as: living space, work space,
technological space, the passenger compartment of the vehicle,
or air conditioning for industrial processes.
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